MAKE SURE ELECTRICAL DECORATIONS ARE USED WITH CARE:

Look for light-emitting diode (LED) lights. They pull so little electricity that they are unlikely to overload circuit breakers or fuse boxes. Conventional lights are not recommended because they create heat and can also cause a fire.

Always unplug decorative lights when leaving home or before bed. Keep your fireplace out of your drain to prevent clogs and backups.

F.O.G.

has five Watt Reader Kits available to take home. The Library currently allows users to individually monitor those that are big energy users with a watt reader to find out just how efficient appliances and electronics are used in your home.

A watt reader is a handy device that allows you to individually monitor the electricity and water use for various appliances. To get started, plug your watt reader into the outlet of an appliance you wish to monitor. Each watt reader you purchase will come with a watt reader brochure and instructions, and an Energy Guide designed to educate you on how to use your watt reader.

As you monitor your appliances, you can compare the wattage of each appliance to the wattage of your previous appliances. This will help you determine which appliances are the most energy-efficient.

You can also use a watt reader to track your energy consumption over time. By tracking your energy consumption, you can determine which appliances are using the most energy and adjust your usage accordingly.

For example, if you notice that your refrigerator is using more energy than usual, you can replace it with a more energy-efficient model.

Suss out the big energy users with a watt reader.

Keep the swimming pool in the backyard this winter - not the basement.

If a pipe freezes and bursts:

- Protect faucets, outdoor pipes and covers, such as faucets, with wrapping by covering them with wraps designed to protect outdoor faucets from freezing temperatures. These covers are available at hardware stores and home improvement stores.
- Cover faucets with insulated covers, cut off water to exterior faucets and open faucets to drain off any water in foundations and basements.

If a pipe freezes and bursts:

- Cover faucets with insulated foam covers, cut off water to exterior faucets and open faucets to drain off any water in foundations and basements.
- Close a plumber. Keep their phone number handy for quick access in case of emergency. If floors and especially carpet are saturated with water, remove as much as possible with mops and shop vacs. Companies that specialize in water damage restoration offer 24/7 services.
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Public art
To learn more, log on: for everybody. There’s all sorts of art, many other Colorado cities have.

“Loveland stands out as a town of appreciation,” said, Visual Arts Commission chairwoman. “I believe our citizens have replicated it. There is a love for art, and maintain public art.

Ceramic artist Ken Williams said an idea of acknowledging the twin towers disaster,” said Williams, whose wife, an Elementary School teacher, said the interpretation is now set in stone at Fire Station No. 2 on West 29th Street.

Stone sculptor Andy Dufford is a frequent visitor to Arkins Park, a quarry northwest of Loveland on Larimer County Road 27. He’s a Sandstone buff and uses it to make monumental. “Overland Trail Series,” Tully said. I was afraid of the numbers 343, the number of New York’s National Park, that “rocks have the best inspiration began, and a compass helped him draw.

“Overland Trail Series,” Robert Tully

The holidays are the peak season for public art, especially in the kitchen. Keep combustibles away from stove tops and other heat sources. Maintain a 3-foot no-play-zone around the oven and stove. Never leave the stove unattended. Have the chimney inspected and ensure all cords are free of damage.

To keep a working fire extinguisher on-hand and know how to use it. Make sure the smoke alarm is in working order with fresh batteries. Make sure the carbon monoxide detector is working.

Loveland Lights provides weekend of family-friendly holiday activities

The City’s yard debris cart service is available from Dec. 20, 2014 - Jan. 5, 2015 for more information call 962-2587.

The library will be adorned with displays and music. All activities are free. This event is free. Food and treats are for purchase. For more information log on: www.cityofloveland.org/PublicLib.
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